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Do you have a
spare projector?
Calling all Michael Hall Business
Owners we are seeking a new
projector for our Theatre!
Before we go ahead and work on a
plan of action to raise funds for a new
projector, we wanted to put a call out
and ask if anyone is upgrading to a
newer model and therefore is no
longer in need of their old projector
and would be willing to make a
donation to our School Theatre.
Ideally what we would like, in order for
maximum output a Projector with a:
• High Lumen count (preferably 		
over 4000 lumen) - which makes
for a brighter picture
• Large venue projector - makes for
larger picture
• Throw distance of 8 - 9.5m (Theprojector mount is approx 9m
away from screen)
• 16:10 ratio
If anyone knows of anyone that can
help please get in touch with
Reception, 01342 822275.
helen.nash@michaelhall.co.uk.
We would love to hear from you!
Many thanks.
Helen Nash, Reception.
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Dear all
Thank you to all those that came to the Presentation
on our Action Plan for the HMI Inspection on
Wednesday.
For those that couldn’t make it or would like to come again,
there will be another chance to hear me present to parents
again on Wednesday 12th February at 19:30 in the Dick
Chester.
Our Upper School Careers Evening will be held in the Dick Chester on
Monday 10th February from 19:30 to 21:30. If you would like to come and
share your expertise with our students, we would be very grateful, please
contact our careers coordinator at nicola.whale@michaelhall.co.uk or call
01342 827922 for more information.
You will be allocated a space and students will flock to you to discuss with you the ramifications of your respective careers.
Paul Farr, Principal

UPCOMING EVENTS

The Magic Begins!
We are excited to announce
that our play preparations for
the Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe are well
underway.
As the first costumes begin to take form,
Narnia is coming to life in the Theatre.
We look forward to seeing you at
the performances on

Friday 28th February 19:30
Saturday 29th February 19:30
Sunday 1st March 14:30
Tickets will be available soon.
Class 12

Tuesday 4th February 2020
Classes 1a & 1b Parents’ Evening 19:45
Monday 10th February 2020
Class 8a & 8b Parents’ Evening 19:00
Careers Evening - Long Room 19:30
Tuesday 11th February 2020
Classes 3a & 3b Parents’ Evening 19:45
Wednesday 12th February 2020
Whole School Open Morning 08:30 - 12:00
Friday 14th February 2020
Half Term ends LS 15:15 US 16:00
Monday 24th February 2020
Term re-starts 08:10

The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe (Robbins)” is presented by special
arrangement with SAMUEL FRENCH LTD a Concord Theatricals Company.

Can you help with props?

We are looking for some specific items for set and props for Class
12's play, the Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe.
If you have any of the following items or something you think is
close to our description, and are willing to lend, could you please get
in touch with leanne.mckenzie@michaelhall.co.uk.
1. Good quality head torch.
2. Small Persian rug (2x1m appx)
3. Old fashioned globe
4. Old fashioned style rocking horse.
5. Toy wooden aeroplane (bi-plane)
Thank you, Class 12.

Invitation from Paul
Farr and the PWG
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A chance for our whole school community,
including the children, to celebrate what we
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Hosted by Paul Farr
you out of bed. The kind of dream that Martin
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Luther King spoke about, that John Lennon
This is a chance for our whole School community,
sang about, that Rudolph Steiner wrote about
including the children, to celebrate what we have and
build on it together. Come for the whole day if you
– dreams of doing things differently, of holding
can, but otherwise for whatever time you can spare.
certain values dear, dreams of other ways of
Please note, it is good to be there at the beginning…..
being with one another and the world.
WARNING: THIS EVENT MAY BE FUN!
We are at a fulcrum moment in our school,
in our world of which the school is one small
part. We live in times of a changing climate,
literally, metaphorically – the two go together.
Everything that has led us to this point is keenly
felt - all the dreams of the past that need to be
honoured and acknowledged. Dreams fulfilled, frustrated, half realised, changing, still in
process. All those people, all those happenings, that have been part of shaping Michael Hall in recent and more distant
years, all the way back to Cecil Harwood the founder of our school, back to his meeting with Steiner, back to Steiner
himself, 100 years ago, opening the first Waldorf school.
Meanwhile, there is the pull of the future. It is a new decade. The potential of a new 100 years of Waldorf education. We
have a new management structure with, for the first time, a Principal in place. We have our children, growing up fast.
We have stories – frightening, hopeful, startling - of what the world they are growing into might look like.
Then there are the immediate pressures of the present. Ofsted – the next inspection. How it is picking the children up
in the playground instead of in the corridor. Managing to find the school fees. Managing to get up in time when it is still
dark and it is raining, again. And all the while, rolling around under the details of the days, are those dreams, the ones
we hope our children will learn, take seriously, carry out into the
world and realise.
How to hold all of this? Well, not alone, that’s for sure. It must be
We have a suspected case of mumps in the
done together, by sharing and listening. That is what this event is
Middle School. Mumps is most known for
for - coming together to work on the things that we hold dear, the big
painful swellings at the side of the face under
stuff and the small, because they are connected. This is a chance to
the ears, giving a person with mumps a
take responsibility for what matters to you most, to help shape our
distinctive “hamster face” appearance. Other
school, and world, the one of which you are quietly dreaming.
symptoms include a high temperature with
We hope to see you there!
joint pain and loss of appetite. Swellings are not
always present - mumps can sometimes have
the same symptoms as other viruses such as
glandular fever.
Last Saturday saw the return of Burns Night to Michael Hall. The
It is important that you contact your GP if you
Long Room, bedecked with tartan and greenery, was full to burstthink your child may have mumps so that a
ing with Class 12 students, parents and guests. Class 12 students
diagnosis can be made and advice given.
not only served and cleared our delicious three course dinner but
Mumps is a virus spread in the same way
also greatly enhanced the evening with songs and poetry from
as colds and flu and you can help prevent it
Robert Burns and toasts inspired by his memory. There comes a
spreading by:
time in a class’s life when the class becomes a family and this was
• washing hands regularly with soap
evident throughout the evening as the students worked and per• using tissues when sneezing, binning them
formed seamlessly and effectively together. Dinner ended with the
straight away and then washing your hands
Long Room resounding as everyone joined in for a hearty rendition
• avoiding going to school and attending social
of “The Bonnie Banks of Loch Lomond” and then we reeled the
gatherings for at least 5 days after the swelling
night away with the help of the Ashdown Foresters band. Thank
first develops (or other symptoms if swelling is
you to Claude Coote for her support and inspiration, to all who
not present)
helped prepare, cook and entertain, to all who bought tickets and
For more information or advice please contact
joined us for the evening (it was a sell out!) and above all to Class
Public Health England on 0300 303 8162 or visit: 12 for being just fantastic.
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/mumps/.
Kate Turner, Sarah Delfas and Julie Withers.
First-Aid

Mumps

Burns Night

This week’s Safeguarding Resources
Drugs, Alcohol and You
You might take drugs for all kinds of different reasons. You might do it to fit in with a group, or
because you want to try something new and find out what it’s like. Or it could be to deal with family
problems, or cope with difficult experiences you’ve had. Maybe you’ve been offered drugs, or you
know other people who use them. If so, its a good idea to know the facts about drugs and alcohol,
how they affect your mental health, and where to go if you ever want help and advice.
See the links for drugs and alcohol advice for students and parents on our website below:
www.michaelhall.co.uk/wellbeing

This week’s Wellbeing Resources

The Childline website has lots of valuable information, but one area I like is their Calm Zone. The
activities aim to help children feel better when they’re feeling anxious, scared or sad. Although
children could be encouraged to visit the website themselves, these are good techniques for adults
use with children. Ideas include: breathing exercises, a ‘let it go’ box and creating a ‘sense drawer’.
See the Childline link on our website below:
www.michaelhall.co.uk/wellbeing

This week’s Online Safety resources
Links between childrens use of social medial and their mental health and wellbeing readily
receives attention in the news. There are an array of features which parents and carers should
be aware of which can contribute towards children experiencing ‘social pressures’ online.
Whilst currently there is not enough evidence or research to say whether this is true or not,
there are certain ‘modern pressures’ connected with social media which trusted adults need
to be aware of. The Social Media and Mental Health guide on the Michael Hall internet site, is
designed to encourage trusted adults to think about their children’s mental health and their
social media activities, providing them with some useful tips on improving and supporting
mental health among young people.
See our website to download the guide on the link below:
www.michaelhall.co.uk/esafety

Safeguarding; we are all responsible
To subscribe to this newsletter please see www.michaelhall.co.uk/friday-flier
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